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The first and only PC game of the Amalur Reckoning game series was released on September 30, 2009, roughly a year and a half after the launch of Xbox Live in the United States. The game has received mixed reviews, and is
seen as a major financial setback for EA. The game allows users to create their own characters from a selection of character classes and races. Major Reviewer of Kingdoms Of Amalur: Reckoning stated in his review that this
game is loaded with content, and that the constant stream of content offered by the developers is putting the game well ahead of all other roleplaying games. Kingdoms Of Amalur: Reckoning is set in the frontier region of

Temeria, where dragons share the land with goblins, elves, and humans. Players explore a vast game world with up to five companions at their side. Embark on an epic journey as the new King, take command and lead your
people in epic battles. Kingdoms of Amalur Reckoning is an action RPG game for PC. Explore a vast fantasy world as you fight in combat, ride a dragon, craft legendary gear, and explore exciting new environments. Amalur:

Reckoning gives you a whole new way of looking at RPGs. The world is randomly generated. You and your party will be flying to towns, fighting monsters in dungeons and finding hidden treasures. Players will also be able to level
up their hero and customize him/her to their own playing style. Every character in your party will take different paths through the story, but every path will be a unique adventure. You will be able to visit different towns to find

resources, and when you have the resources you need, complete quests to find even more unique items.
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